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Dam Owners Perspective
– Engineering and design of dams are based on acceptable risk for
failure
– It is the responsibility of dam owners and regulators to protect the
public that reside below dam structures
– In recent years, there have been increased design standards for new
and old dams
• Precipitation estimates developed by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in the 1970’s through the 1990’s
have been used
• NOAA’s precipitation estimates were developed using data from many
historical storm events
• These generalized precipitation estimates are called probable maximum
precipitation (PMP)
• PMP values are essentially rainfall estimates that will likely never be
exceeded (on the order of 1 chance in a million)
• PMP estimates are used to develop a probable maximum flood (PMF)
hydrograph for a watershed
• Dams are required to safely pass a certain percentage of the PMF
depending upon a number of factors unique to each dam

Dam Owners Perspective
– For the northeast region of the United States, the
controlling historical storm event is the 1942 Smethport,
Pennsylvania storm
– During this storm, it was estimated that a world record
30.8 inches of rain fell in a 4.5 hour period
– All of the other hundreds of historical storms used to
develop PMP estimates for the East Cost pale in
comparison to the rainfall from the Smethport storm
– Therefore, this storm alone drives the new design standard
for a large portion of the northeastern U.S.

Dam Owners Perspective
– Billions of dollars are currently being spent throughout the
country to bring existing dams into compliance with the PMF
model
– Most of the PMP work is several decades old
– PMP values have often been found, by way of site-specific
watershed studies, to be overly conservative and outdated
– Modern computer modeling methods are all being used to
develop more accurate PMP estimates
• Geographic Information System (GIS) software
• Improved understanding of the meteorological processes

– Application of modern technology has the potential to
• Improve public safety
• Focus our limited natural and financial resources on
truly deficient dams
• Reduce needed dam rehabilitation costs

Dam Owners Perspective
– In some areas of our country states are taking the lead to
update old PMP studies
• Nebraska completed a statewide PMP study last year
• Arizona is currently updating PMP values through a statewide
study
– used for design and rehabilitation of dams in their state
– Arizona has asked dam owners to join the State as financial partners
to help fund the study

– Site-specific PMP studies are providing updates for
individual drainage basins in the northeastern U.S.
•
•
•
•
•

Upper and Middle Dams, Maine
Great Lake Sacandaga, New York
Blenheim Gilboa, New York
Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey
Tuxedo Lake, New York

Dam Owners Perspective
– This paper will present the potential benefits of a
re-analysis of the Smethport storm
– There are many stakeholders (e.g. dam owners, regulators,
general public that live downstream of a dam) that will be
interested in this study
– There is potential for far-reaching effects that this reanalysis may have on PMP values
– As a dam owner, it is our hope to generate interest needed
to fund this very important study

Smethport Storm Analysis
– The 1942 Smethport storm produced extreme rainfall over
north central Pennsylvania and south central New York
– Official Weather Bureau rain gauges did not collect any
extreme rainfall amounts
– Extensive “bucket survey” observations were collected from
local residents
– Rainfall analyses were completed
•
•
•
•

Penn Power
Weather Bureau
USCOE
USGS

Smethport Storm Analysis
– Applied Weather Associates (AWA) has completed an
extensive review of all storm information available
• National Weather Service
• Bureau of Reclamation
• Penn Power

– AWA has concluded
• Penn Power and the Weather Bureau completed a very extensive
bucket survey of rainfall
• Using technology available in 1942 and 1943, especially considering
that World War II was in progress, all agencies did an outstanding job
evaluating the rainfall amounts along with spatial and temporal
patterns

– Advanced rainfall analysis tools and procedures are now
available to better evaluate the spatial and temporal
characteristics of the rainfall

Smethport Storm Analysis
– Excessive rainfall amounts
• Northern Pennsylvania and Southern New York
• The most extreme rainfall amounts
– Limited to individual rainfall cells
– Embedded within the larger region of heavy rainfall

• Extreme rainfall cells were separated in space and time

Smethport Location
75 miles North-Northwest of State College

Smethport Location
Heaviest Rainfall at Port Allegany
Eight miles east of Smethport

Smethport Storm Characteristics
– Heavy rainfall caused by a combination
• Atmospheric dynamics
• Orographic lift

– Individual convective cells initiated adjacent convective cells
– Winds were from the northwest
• No southerly moisture advection
• Moisture source was from the Gulf of Mexico

– Rainfall began about sunset on July 17
– Thunderstorms moved southeastward
– Thunderstorms developed southwestward
– Region of thunderstorms moved southwestward on July 18
– Rainfall diminished on the afternoon of July 18

Smethport Storm Characteristics
– The storm system is believed to be a Mesoscale Convective
Complex (MCC)
• MCCs were defined in the 1970 using meteorological satellite imagery
• Spatial and temporal distributions of the rainfall are typical of MCCs

– Three periods of rainfall
– Personal accounts of very unusual rainfall
• Rain fell in streams instead of drops
• Some felt they would drown during the downpour

– No doubt that this was a very extreme rainfall event

Smethport Storm Rainfall
Observations
– Large effort to collect both official and unofficial rainfall
observations
– Unofficial observations
• Weather Bureau Memo stated that “unofficial” data cannot be
accepted with the same credence as official observations
• Practically all data within the heavy rainfall areas were obtained
through field surveys
• Some unofficial “measurements” were merely recollections after a
considerable lapse of time

Smethport Storm Rainfall
Observations
Rainfall observation
site for the world
record rainfall amount
– 30.8 inches
– 4.5 hours
– 8” pickle jar with
3.5” opening!
– ~22” from roofline

Potential Error in Unofficial
Observations
– Many unofficial observations made with vessels placed on
the ground
• Pails, cans, jars, tubs, paint buckets, milk pails, buckets, crocks and
dish pans
• Majority were 5 to 10 inches high, some as short as 4.5 inches high

– Could have had over catchment/under catchment due to
raindrop splash

Splash-In Bias
Splash-In is a
function of:
Height and size of the
opening
Distance of drop impact
from the side of the
vessel
Maximum height and
horizontal distance of
droplet trajectories
Size and spatial
distribution of falling
raindrops
Falling raindrop impact
velocities

?? Splash-In Bias ??

Smethport Storm
Rainfall
Observations
Rainfall isohyetal
West Penn Power Co
Weather Bureau
Corps of Engineers
USGS
All made their own
version starting with the
Penn Power version

Smethport Storm Rainfall Analysis
– Weather Bureau letter, November 26, 1943
• “…equally plausible interpretations of unofficial rainfall reports could
lead to different isohyetal values near the storm center.”
• “…any duration-depth computations for the areas under 100 square
miles should be classed as doubtful.”

– Office of Hydrologic Director letter, June 22, 1943
• “…we cannot estimate from nearby records and be sure of any degree
of accuracy.”

– USGS District Engineer letter, undated
• “…very satisfied that the 20 inch isohyetal is well fixed but above
that magnitude there is considerable doubt.”

Smethport Storm Rainfall Analysis
– Great variations in intensity within relatively short distances
occurred
– Trial and error method was used for the final isohyetal
pattern
– The Weather Bureau letter stated that any duration-depth
computations for areas under 100 square miles should be
classed as doubtful
– The 100 square mile area contained almost all of the rainfall
centers with 20 inches or more that the USGS considered
doubtful

Use of the Smethport Storm in
HMR 51
– A Depth-Area-Duration table for the Smethport storm is used
in HMR 51
– The origin of this DAD table is not known
– The USGS report states that no attempt was made to
distribute the precipitation with respect to time, i.e. only the
total storm was studied
– To produce a DAD table, some temporal analysis must be
performed
– No information reviewed shows a temporal analysis

Smethport Storm
Depth-Area-Duration Table
– Extreme rainfall cells occurred at different times
• During the evening hours of July 17
• During the early morning hours of July 18
• Later in the morning extending into the early afternoon hours

– The spatial and temporal separation of these storm cells is very important
in the development of the storm Depth-Area-Duration table
– Individual cells contributed to the initiation of other cells, indicating
separation in both time and space among the cells (Weather Bureau, date
unknown)
– Timing of the rainfall produced by the individual cells must be gleaned
from individual reports
– Spatial variations must be discerned from the same reports aided by
erosional evidence and stream flow observations
– The total storm isohyetal pattern developed by the Weather Bureau
included thirteen rainfall centers of 20 inches or more

Depth-Area-Duration Table Construction
– Weather Bureau Cooperative Studies Technical Paper No. 1 (TP 1, 1946)
provides the procedures to produce storm DAD tables
– A storm DAD table provides the maximum rainfall amounts produced by
the storm during various durational periods over various area sizes
– The TP1 procedure combines the rainfall volumes that occur in multiple
rainfall centers
– The area associated with the combined rainfall amount is the sum of the
areas from the multiple rainfall centers
– Although the extreme rainfall occurred within individual centers, the
resulting storm DAD table provides results as though the extreme rainfall
amounts all were observed within a single rainfall center
– The Smethport storm produced its heaviest rainfall in multiple rainfall
centers
• Thirteen rainfall centers of 20 inches or more

HMR 52 Design Storm
– HMR 52 was developed for application in non-orographic regions
– HMR 52 software only produces design PMP storms with a single
center
– HMR 52 discusses construction of design storms in orographic
regions (Sections 4.4.4 and 5.1)
• PMP rainfall distributions should be modified to account for terrain effects
• The design storm pattern should be modified in the direction of major storm
patterns
• Each application of HMR 51/52 in orographic regions should be the subject
of an individual study
– The Blenheim Gilboa site-specific PMP study recommended modifications to
the HMR 52 design storm

– HMR 52 has a procedure for constructing design PMP storms with
multiple centers
• HMR 52 software does not include this procedure

HMR 52 Design Storm
– The Smethport 1942 is THE major storm in the historical record for the central
Appalachian Mountains
– The Smethport storm produced its heaviest rainfall in multiple rainfall centers
• Thirteen rainfall centers of 20 inches or more

– Rainfall values from the Smethport storm determine PMP values for the region
– If
• Rainfall amounts from the Smethport storm determine PMP rainfall amounts

– Then
• Following HMR 52 guidance, the spatial characteristics of the Smethport storm
should be used to modify the design PMP storm pattern to have multiple centers
(HMR 52, Section 5.1)

Summary
– The Smethport 1942 storm was a very extreme event
– Tremendous effect on HMR 51 PMP values
– Rainfall analysis completed in 1942-1943 was well
done for the time
– Letter from the Hydrologic Director at the Weather
Bureau, dated May 25, 1943
• “…it is possible … that some areas of particularly high
precipitation are too large“

Recommendations
– Because of the extensive influence of this storm, a
storm rainfall re-analysis is recommended
• Use GIS
• Updated understanding of extreme convective events
• Incorporate hydrologic modeling to compare with erosion
and stream flow observations
• Investigate the possible role of raindrop splash on
unofficial observations
• Use the Storm Precipitation Analysis System (SPAS) to
spatially and temporally distribute the rainfall and
construct the storm Depth-Area-Duration table

– Expand the HMR 52 software to include multiple
center for the PMP design storm
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